19TH
CENTURY MUSIC full pure tone without noise, a harsh inelastic note being to him painful. His nuances were modifications of that tone, decreasing to the faintest yet always distinct pianissimo. His singing legatissimo touch was marvellous. The wide, extended arpeggios in the bass were transfused by touch and pedal into their corresponding sustained chords, and swelled or diminished like waves in an ocean of sound.2
According to Sophie L6o, wife of a Hamburg banker based in Paris, Chopin was himself, surely the first, probably the eternally unique manifestation of his species ... He appeared hardly to touch the piano; one might have thought an instrument superfluous. There was no suggestion of the mechanical; the flute-like murmur of his playing had the ethereal effect of Aeolian harps .... He was not a pianist of the modern school, but, in his own way, had created a style of his own, a style that one cannot describe.3 A Scottish listener said, simply, I watched, I listened, but can find no adequate description of that thrilling music. One never thought of 'execution,' though that was marvellous. It seemed to come from the depths of a heart, and it struck the hearts of listeners. Volumes have been written, yet I think no one who did not hear him could quite understand that magnetic power.4
Despite the popularity of his music, Chopin's performance style was never able to compete in the concert hall with that of Liszt's students and the products of the Russian conservatories. This later nineteenth-century approach flourished and ultimately led to the aesthetic of today's international piano competition, which consists of three principal elements: first, an ironclad mechanism, burnished to meet the challenges of the most demanding repertoire, adverse performing circumstances, and grueling recording sessions; second, a certain homogeneity of interpretation, so as to trouble the fewest judges; and third, a dramatic and dynamic vocabulary calibrated to a large hall. Today these elements have constituted mainstream concert pianism for so long that, for most listeners, there is no other kind; a pianist with a strikingly original personality, or one who would not choose to project his or her interpretations to a large hall, or one who hit as many wrong notes as are found on cherished recordings from the first four decades of this century, would be found severely wanting and face insurmountable challenges to building a career.
Chopin's goals were markedly different. To his student Emilie von Gretsch he said that "concerts are never real music; you have to give up the idea of hearing in them all the most beautiful things of art."5 His student Wilhelm von Lenz remembered that "one was barely allowed to breathe over the keyboard, let alone touch it!"6 (Contrast this with Liszt's confident assertion to Pierre trard that, during a concert he played, every detail was heard even by those seated in the seventh level of La Scala. Chopin insisted above all on the importance of correct phrasing. Wrong phrasing would provoke the apt analogy that it seemed to him as if someone were reciting a laboriously memorized speech in an unfamiliar language, not merely failing to observe the right quantity of syllables, perhaps even making full stops in the middle of words. Similarly, by his illiterate phrasing the pseudo-musician reveals that music is not his mother tongue but something foreign and unintelligible to him; and so, like that orator, he must relinquish all hope of his speech having any effect on the listener.16 Jean Kleczyiiski, writing later, clearly agreed:
All the theory of the style which Chopin taught to his pupils rested on this analogy between music and language, on the necessity for separating the various phrases, on the necessity for pointing and for modifying the power of the voice and its rapidity of articulation ...
[The] pauses are of great importance; without them music becomes a succession of sounds without connection, an incomprehensible chaos, as spoken language would be if no regard were paid to punctuation and the inflection of the voice.'7 Chopin was not alone among his contemporaries in stressing rhetorical coherence in interpretation. Zimmerman wrote more specifically on the same subject in his 1840 treatise L'encycloptdie du pianiste compositeur:
Merely to play correctly is to speak well in order to say nothing....
In repetitions or sequential progressions within a passage, expression itself must be progressive, for it is useless to repeat the same idea (musical or otherwise) several times if the repetition doesn't bring with it a greater degree of persuasion or emotion.
In piano music, the meaning not being fixed by words, the nuances, the expression sometimes become arbitrary; two contrary versions are able to be equally good. What is bad is the absence of intention, for uniformity is frigidity, and with it no effect is possible; the music becomes a monotonous warbling which is only able to produce boredom.'8 Today, more than a century removed from this interpretive environment, we are used to lit- Example 1 presents the B section of "Ricordati." Over the eighth notes-pianists tend to call these "speaking eighth notes"-there are the indications piangendo ("weeping"), con lagrime ("with tears"), parlando ("speaking"), and con amore ("with love"). Moreover, when the opening figure of the section is repeated a third higher, "un poco meno piano" is notated, so as to guide the pianist in He has created a kind of chromatic embroidery in several of his compositions, whose effect is so strange and piquant as to be impossible to describe. Unfortunately, virtually nobody but Chopin himself can play his music and give it this unusual turn, this sense of the unexpected which is one of its principal beauties; his playing is shot through with a thousand nuances of movement of which he alone holds the secret, impossible to convey by instructions. 
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should not be slackened, but rather accelerated towards the end; a rallentando would invest them with too much importance, would make them appear to be special and independent ideas, whereas they are only fragments of the phrase, and... may be regarded as parentheses which, quickly pronounced, produce a greater effect than they would if they were [held back].
Chopin differed, in his manner of using arabesques and parenthetical ornamentations, from the usual manner of his time, which was to dwell upon such passages and to endue them with importance, as in the cadenzas attached to the airs of the Italian School.24 Kleczyiiski's description seems clear and credible. His comment that melodic returns should be shaded like the original statements sounds commonsensical enough, and indeed this approach is commonly heard today. But many witnesses agree that the composer played his own works, and melodic returns within them, with myriad variations. In the Nocturnes, for example, melodies often have different indications for phrasing and articulation at each return. Zimmerman (as we have just seen) specifically advocated differing inflections in repeated or sequentially developed melodies, preferring the interest and persuasiveness of a contrasting approach to mere interpretive repetition. Kleczyiiski's suggestion that Chopin's melodies should always be realized in the same way within a piece thus not only finds no contemporary support, but is also at odds with Chopin's published compositions.
But what about his assertion that fioriture should not be played with rallentandi, and that Chopin differed in this from the approach of "the Italian school?" In fact, Chopin based his cantabile aesthetic on Italian bel canto, and he constantly urged his pupils to hear good singers.25 Furthermore, contemporary pieces modeled on Chopin's cantabile aesthetic suggest that Kleczyiiski also has this idea wrong. Example 2 gives an excerpt of a Nocturne by Pierre Zimmerman, taken from his op. 21 and included in his 1840 piano treatise. The excerpt not only imitates Chopin's pianistic bel canto but also includes a third stave with an ornamentation of the original melody-one that includes two clearly Chopinesque fioriture. The first of these has an explicit rallentando indication, and the second would undoubtedly have been played the same way. Example 3 gives another excerpt, this one by Chopin's contemporary, admirer, and imitator Edouard Wolff, from the end of the first of his three Romances, op. 11, of 1838. This fioritura, luxuriantly Chopinesque in construction and style, is clearly marked rallentando.
Further support for the rallentandi eschewed by Kleczyiiski may be found in the recordings of Raoul von Koczalski. One of Koczalski's recordings of Chopin's Eb Nocturne, op. 9, no. 2, incorporates the composer's own variant fioriture, which were published in a separate edition of the work by Koczalski's teacher, Chopin's student Karol Mikuli.26 Throughout, these fioriture come to elegant, vocalistic closes with gentle, nonexaggerated rallentandi. The same is generally true for the rallentandi in Koczalski's recordings of the Nocturnes ops. 27, no. 2, and 62, no. 1. In the latter, the return of the main theme-a trill-variation, which dissolves into a series of glistening fioriture-provides the opportunity for a tour de force demonstration of how such passages can be shaped, given direction, and brought down to an absolute whisper.
What we can glean from Chopin's imitators regarding these three specific issues of performance practices-rhetorical phrasing, the inflection of melodic repetitions in different ways, and rallentandi at the end of fioriture-suggests that there is a good deal more to be done with regard to the bigger interpretive picture, the task of realizing Chopin's scores in viable Another area is the fioriture themselvesnot just whether they close with a rallentando, but how such passages are to be realized in terms of character. In Gottschalk's "Ricordati" alone fioriture are given the instructions con delicatezza, scintellante, and (my favorite) zeffiroso. All of these are in perfect keeping with the descriptions of Chopin's playing and offer a more three-dimensional idea of what might have been so magical about Chopin's own realizations of such passages.
An even more problematic issue is that of fioriture variants and changed endings, both improvised and prepared. Chopin not only incorporated these into his own performances, but also notated them in his students' scores. Interpretive variants in pianistic bel canto were not unique to Chopin, as we saw in the ornamental line published with the Zimmerman Nocturne in ex. 2.27 In this context, Zimmerman's chart of recommended trill preparations and terminations, seen in ex. 4, is doubly instructive. Not only does it offer a variety of contemporary ornaments (some of which amount to independent fioriture themselves), but it also illustrates-as does a similar chart in Henri Lemoine's piano treatise of 1827-that such figures were freely used by pianists in the works of others within (one assumes, or hopes) the limits of bon goit. While it is a commonplace of performance practice studies that, historically, the letter of the published text was not sacrosanct in the same way more recent performers have conceived it to be, this knowledge has yet to be incorporated in any widespread way by those who perform and interpret the music of this period. It remains true, though, that we skew our understanding of this music when we ignore, in study or performance, the tradition of interpretive ornamentation.
Finally, although it is undeniable that the partial reconstruction of a performance idiom through comparison with published imitations is, to a certain extent, speculative, it at least allows us to rely on analogical connections. This benefit-the affinity between the imitator and the imitated-is no longer applicable to the most unrecoverable sector of the terra incognita of Chopin's pianism: his own improvisations, about which contemporaries simply raved. 
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